
Chapter 7

Public Opinion and 
Political Socialization



What is Public Opinion?

• What the public thinks about a particular 
issue or set of issues at any point in time

• Public opinion polls
– Interviews or surveys with samples of citizens 

that are used to estimate the feelings and 
beliefs of the entire population
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Efforts to Influence Public Opinion

• Federalist Papers
– One of first major attempts to change public opinion

• Paine’s Common Sense and The Crisis
• Uncle Tom’s Cabin
• WWI

– Wilson’s creation of the Committee on Public 
Information

– Lippman’s concern: government could easily 
manipulate public opinion.

• Fahrenheit 911



Early Efforts to Measure 
Public Opinion

• Public opinion polling did not begin to develop 
until the 1930s.
– Spurred on by Lippman’s Public Opinion (1922)

• Earlier straw polls used
– Unscientific surveys used to gauge public opinion on 

a variety of issues and policies
– Literary Digest
– George Gallup



Recent Efforts to Measure 
Public Opinion

• 1940s: Polling techniques became more 
sophisticated.
– Setback with prediction that Dewey would 

defeat Truman in the 1948 general election
• Gallup Organization
• National Election Study
• Internet



How Political Socialization and other 
Factors Influence Opinion Formation

• Political Socialization
– The process through which an individual 

acquires particular political orientations
– The learning process by which people acquire 

their political beliefs and values



The Ideological Self-Identification of First-
Year College Students



Sources of Public Opinion 
Political Socialization 

• Parents and Friends. Many people absorb the 
political attitudes of their parents and 
caregivers.

• Education. Those who stay in school past 
college are more likely to be Democrats—
those with advanced degrees break 
Democratic 57% to 35% Republican.

• Gender. Women lean Democratic by an 
average of five percentage points.

• Race. African Americans are more churched, more 
economically liberal, and more Democratic. Hispanics 
lean toward the Democratic Party; they tend to be 
socially conservative on issues like abortion but liberal 
on government services. 



Sources of Public Opinion 
Political Socialization (cont.)

• Religion. White evangelicals vote 
strongly Republican (between 70 
and 80%). Catholic voters tend to 
be split. Black protestants, Latino 
Catholics, Jews, and Muslims all 
trend decidedly Democratic.

• Life Events. As we grow up, major 
events shape our outlooks; each 
generation grows up with its own 
background, technologies, and 
expectations. 
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Why We Form Political Opinions

• Personal Benefits
• Political Knowledge
• Cues from Leaders or                      

Opinion Makers



Sources of Public Opinion 
Self-Interest: Voting Our Pocketbooks 

• Whether you are rich or poor, 
everyone want to increase their 
wealth.

• People with more money will vote 
for lower taxes, while people with 
less will vote to expand social 
programs. 



Personal Benefits
• Most Americans more “I” centered
• Attitudes on moral issues are often based 

on underlying values.
• If faced with policies that do not

– Affect us personally
– Are not moral in nature
…Then we have difficulty forming an opinion.

• Foreign policy is such an example.



American’s Political Knowledge
Percentage Unable to Identify

Number of senators 52

Representative in the House 53

Who has the power to 
declare war?

60

Chief justice of the United 
States

69

Source of the phrase 
“government of the people, 
by the people, for the people”

78
Sources: “A Nation That is in the Dark” San Diego Union-
Tribune (November 3, 2002): E3; John Wilkens, “America 
Faces a Crisis of Apathy,” San Diego Union-Tribune (November 
3, 2002): E3



Political Knowledge
• Political knowledge and political 

participation have a reciprocal relationship.
• High literacy rate
• Level of knowledge about history and 

politics low
– Hurts American’s understanding of current 

political events
• Geographically illiterate



Cues from Leaders

• Low levels of knowledge can lead to rapid 
opinion shifts on issues.

• Political leaders may move these shifts.
– President is in an important position to mold 

public opinion
– But who is truly leading, public or the 

president?



How Public Opinion is 
Measured

• Traditional public opinion polls
– Determine the content phrasing the questions
– Selecting the sample

• Random sampling: a method of poll selection that 
gives each person the same chance of being 
selected.

• Stratified sampling: A variation of random 
sampling; census data are used to divide the 
country into four sampling regions.  Sets of 
counties and standard metropolitan statistical 
areas are then randomly selected in proportion to 
the total national population.

– Contacting respondents



Political Polls

• Push Polls
– Polls taken for the purpose of providing 

information on an opponent that would lead 
respondents to vote against that candidate

• Tracking Polls
– Continuous surveys that enable a campaign 

to chart its daily rise or fall in support



The Success of the Gallup Poll in Presidential 
Elections, 1936-2004



Political Polls
• Exit polls

– Polls conducted at selected polling places on Election 
Day

– Sample every tenth voter
– Results of these polls help the news media predict 

outcomes of key races.
– 1980 exit polls led Carter to concede 3 hours before 

the polls closed on the West Coast.
• Networks agreed not to predict the results of 

presidential contests until all the polling places were 
closed.



Shortcomings of Polling
• Inaccurate results can be dangerous.
• Voter News Service made errors during the presidential 

election of 2000 estimating Florida.
– Failed to estimate the number of voters  accurately
– Used an inaccurate exit poll model
– Incorrectly estimated the number of African American and 

Cuban voters
– Results lead to an early calling of the election

• VNS disbanded in 2003
• Major networks and Associated Press joined together to 

form a new polling consortium, the National Election 
Pool.



Measuring Public Opinion 
Early Polling Bloopers 

• Beginning in 1920, the Literary Digest relied on 
subscriber postcards to successfully predict each 
presidential winner. In October of 1936, the Digest
forecast a lopsided defeat for incumbent President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt—who went on to win the biggest 
landslide in a century (he took every state but two). 

• The Literary Digest was so far off base because its 
readers tended to be wealthy people who did not like 
President Roosevelt or his policies. 

• Polls must accurately reflect everyone’s views—not just 
those of a segment of the population, like the readers of 
a literary magazine. 



Shortcomings of Polling

• Sampling Error
–Sampling error or margin of error

• A measure of the accuracy of a public 
opinion poll

• Limited Respondent Options
• Lack of Information
• Intensity
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How Polling and Public Opinion Affect 
Politicians, Politics and Policy

• Politicians and government spend 
millions each year to take the pulse of 
the public.

• They rely on polls but we do not know to 
what degree.

• Ginsberg: critical of the passive voice of 
public opinion

• Distort the election process with 
bandwagon or underdog effects



Measuring Public Opinion 
Polling 101 

• The Random Sample

• Sampling Frame

• Refining the Sample

• Timing

• Wording

• Lies, Damn Lies, and Polls

• Technology and Error

• Sampling Error and Response Bias
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Measuring Public Opinion 
Types of Polls 

• Benchmark polls – Conducted by a campaign as the race 
begins, these surveys provide a basis for comparison, or 
“benchmark,” for later polls.

• Straw polls – These are informal polls carried out by local 
party organizations or news outlets; they often involve actual 
(nonbinding) votes cast by party members.

• Brushfire polls – These internal surveys are conducted by a 
campaign once election season begins.

• Exit polls – Performed on Election Day, both by campaigns 
and by news organizations, these surveys intercept voters as 
they exit the voting location.

• How’d They Do? Most pollsters were within about 2% of the 
results during the 2012 election – not so with the 2016 
election.



Measuring Public Opinion 
Do Opinion Surveys Influence Us? 

• Bandwagon Effect

• Candidates who are leading in the polls tend to pick up 
support from voters who were undecided—or who weakly 
supported the opponent.

• Varies considerably from place to place and election to 
election.

• Can be exaggerated by media coverage.  

• Boomerang Effect: Candidate who has been consistently 
ahead in opinion surveys performs more poorly than expected 
on Election Day.

• Underdog Effect: Invoked when a candidate losing in the 
polls performs better than expected in the election, sometimes 
even surprising pollsters with a victory.



Public Opinion in a Democracy 
Ignorant Masses 

• “The Masses are asses!” (Walter Lippmann)

• America described as an “ignorant democracy.”

• Public opinion is a tool for manipulation.

• American public opinion is meaningless.

• Nonattitudes: Different answers to same questions 
asked at different times of the day.



Public Opinion and Governing 
Do the People Know What They Want? 

Although opinion polls suggest that 
the public has distinct preferences, 
public views often fail to provide a 
guide for policymakers. 



Public Opinion and Governing 
Do Leaders Respond to Public Opinion? 

• Approval rating is a measure of public 
support for a political figure or 
institution. 

• Policy agenda consists of the issues 
that the media covers, the public 
considers important, and politicians 
address. Setting the agenda is the first 
step in political action. 



Conclusion: Government by the People

• Self-rule appears to demand that public opinion guide—
or at least influence—the government.

• Public opinion surveys are the most widely used 
technique for understanding the popular mind.

• However, public opinion often seems ill-founded, 
whimsical, or uninformed. Good policy must rely on 
experts and political leaders.

• Others respond that the public must rule, given our 
foundational commitment to democratic politics in 
America.

• People from both perspectives agree that the public can 
be better informed.


